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Machine Needle Felting with wool fabrics/felt create stunning live like scenery and pictures. These

new techniques allow for hues in color and textures. Full size drawings will show where to place the

pieces. Learn how easy it is to transfer patterns, machine felt the pieces and add shading to

enhance to the overall look of the project. Shading- and Embroidery Guides increase the dimension

of the overall look of the project. Keep the form of art simple or make it as complex as you like. It is

limitless once you tried it. The book is sprinkled with "Notes" and pictures to make it easy. A great

book for beginners and advanced for all level of artists.
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The front cover best describes this book. It is not like all the other felting books out there that are

filled with silly and immature projects and describe all the different methods (wet & dry) for creating

felt. This focuses on a different technique using only wool felt. I was intrigued to find out how she

created shading and that is why I purchased the book. I also wanted projects that didn't focus solely

on needle felted flowers,etc. intended for children's hats, slippers, and small bags.I was

disappointed that the book was fairly pricey for the amount of content it contained. The photos are

not high quality (rather grainy) but adequate. There were a few spelling and editing errors which did

not affect the book's usefulness at all but none the less, should have been caught before going to

print.The instructions are well written and easy to understand. For those fabric artists who own

felting (embellishment) machines, the applications contained in this book would definitely be



appropriate. The book is NOT intended for those who do hand felting however.

Book has basic machine needle felting instructions, but only 4 pages on it. The rest of the book has

patterns you can use to make the projects they have given. Very cutsy. It has more on embellishing

by hand with beads,hand sewing and embroidery. Not my favorite book and not one that I would

have machine needle felting on the title as there is so little on it.

This book should be sold with your felting machine. Instead of very simple projects, the book gives

you a taste of what can be achieved. Isabella gives you the basic information which expands your

knowledge and enthusiasm for designing your own felting work of art. Lots of tips and projects that

inspire you.

Great pictures & patterns. Inspiring book for machine needle felting.No abstract designs here.Just

wish it had more content.

Very good reference for machine felting.
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